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We are America’s nonprofit, professional association of beach lifeguards and open water rescuers.
The USLA works to reduce the incidence of death and injury in the aquatic environment through
public education, national lifeguard standards, training programs, promotion of high levels of
lifeguard readiness, and other means. Corporate address: P.O. Box 366, Huntington Beach, CA
92648 or president@usla.org.

American Lifeguard Magazine™

American Lifeguard Magazine™is the official magazine of the USLA, mailed February 1, June 1,
and October 15 to about 10,000 members and subscribers. The opinions expressed are those of the
contributors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the USLA. We welcome stories, photos,
and advertising which target our audience of athletic, beach oriented people. Our junior
lifeguard members (our largest member category) range in age from 8 - 18, with an average age of 12.
They are about 55% male, 45% female. Our lifeguard members (professional, alumnus, and life) range
in age from 16 to over 85, with an average age of 29. They are about 80% male, 20% female. Readers
include lifeguard agency chiefs, junior lifeguard program administrators, and others involved in
purchasing decisions. Promote your products and services by delivering your message directly to
lifesaving professionals through the only magazine targeting beach lifeguards in the US. We rarely pay
for articles or photos, but give full credit. We pay $100 for cover photos.
Deadlines for contributing stories, photos, or advertising to ALM are March 15 (summer edition),
July 31 (fall edition), and November 15 (winter edition), unless a later date is approved by the
editor. You are encouraged to contribute earlier, as this increases the possibility of selection.
Address all inquiries to the editor at: alm@usla.org.

Ad Size Only
Half Page
Full Page
Inside Cover
Back Cover

One Issue
$300
$500
$600
$750

Three Issues – When Paid in Advance.
$810 ($270 each)
$1350 ($450 each)
$1620 ($540 each)
$2025 ($675 each)

© United States Lifesaving Association. All rights reserved. The material contained in ALM may not be reproduced, displayed,
modified or distributed without the express prior written permission of the copyright holder: alm@usla.org.
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Cover Shot: California State Parks Deckhand Alex
Messina performs a “dive out” to make a rescue, while
Rescue Boat Operator Matt Kelso times the set waves
to avoid getting caught inside. Surf Watch IV, a 30’
Crystaliner, was built in 1987. The location is off
Brookhurst Street in Huntington Beach, California.
The dive out maneuver is used to allow deckhands to
quickly get to the inside by timing the dive with the
passing wave, landing flat to catch the wave, and then
riding the wave directly the victim. Credit: Ryan
Gates, California State Parks.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Peter Davis, Galveston, TX

As many of us move into full beach season and the challenges ahead, we rely
on the USLA training and professional
development we have access to. Basic
training, like CPR, medical response,
and various types of lifesaving techniques, is critical. But for those who
stay in the profession for more than a
couple of seasons, professional development plays a crucial role as well.
Professional development keeps us
apprised not only of lifesaving and
medical techniques, but related issues
that are relevant to our jobs and professionalism. It keeps us informed about
trends and the latest techniques in our
chosen field. And periodic professional
development activities help keep us
emotionally motivated and involved in
lifesaving and related professions, while
preventing burnout.
The
International
Lifesaving
Federation (www.ilsf.org) will soon
offer some of the best professional
development that you’ve ever seen in
our field. The ILS comprises over 130
national lifesaving organizations worldwide aiming, like the USLA, at
improving water safety, drowning prevention, water rescue, lifesaving, and
lifesaving sport.
Every two years the ILS hosts the
World Conference on Drowning
Prevention and this year it will be in
Canada — the first time in the
Americas Region in over two decades.
And it will be in a city – Vancouver —
that’s not only beautiful, but very
accessible from the U.S.
The World Conference on Drowning
Prevention (www.wcdp2017.org) is
the ILS’s flagship educational event.

This conference brings together the
world's foremost experts, research, systems and information on drowning prevention, rescue, lifesaving, and water
safety. The exchange, debate, and
development are designed to find ways
to reduce death and injury in all aquatic environments worldwide.
WCDP 2017 will be held from October
17th – 19th, 2017. It is an opportunity
to report on the progress made on the
ten actions to prevent drowning outlined in the World Health
Organization’s 2014 Global Report on
Drowning. In fact, the WHO is a
cosponsor of the event. This is much
more than a conference; it is a convergence of people and projects aimed
directly at addressing a highly preventable public health challenge.

Professional development
keeps us apprised not only
of lifesaving and medical
techniques, but related issues
that are relevant to our jobs
and professionalism.
For those who have not yet had the
opportunity to attend an ILS World
Conference on Drowning Prevention,
it can be life altering. Imagine people
from all over the planet who share your
passion for lifesaving, water safety, and
drowning prevention. Several times an
hour there is a choice between multiple
tracks and topics that directly tie to
your specific interests and expertise.
There is electricity and buzz created,
ALM
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when so many like-minded people get
together, that extends from the conference into the many restaurants and
pubs in the area.
This year the USLA Board of Directors
took a bold and strategic move to hold
our biannual meeting immediately
after the ILS conference. So you can
get two birds with one stone and participate in all the good work being done
to support both our members and member agencies.
Join us in Vancouver to play your part
in this collaborative effort to save lives!

Peter Davis, USLA President

USL A MANUAL 3RD EDITION NOW AVAIL ABLE
Open Water Lifesaving, The United
States Lifesaving Association Manual has
been updated in a groundbreaking
third edition. Loaded with full color
photos, diagrams, and charts, this is the
best edition by far. “You asked. We
delivered. We can all be proud of the
hard work of our editorial group,” said
USLA President Peter Davis.
What’s new in this edition? It’s been
updated with the very latest, evidencebased information. We’ve added lots of
support for instructors, including a
comprehensive PowerPoint presentation, lesson plans, skills sheets, and
quizzes, which can all be accessed free
of charge by those with authorization.

example, but there are also in-depth
explanations of effective emergency
management systems.
USLA manual editor B. Chris Brewster
emphasized the enormous amount of
work by the editorial group. “These
dedicated lifeguards devoted hundreds
of hours of their lives to their profession and the USLA for the benefit of
lifesavers everywhere.”

Order the new USLA manual
from our website at:
www.usla.org/manual

Instructor aids for the 3rd edition
of the USLA manual include a richly
illustrated PowerPoint presentation
with over 500 slides to aid instructors.

Color graphs and charts can be
found throughout the 3rd edition
of the USLA manual.

The design of the book has been
improved to front-load basic information for rookie academy training, but to
retain advanced information for supervisors and managers. There are plenty
of color photos of rip currents, for

In the manual, we’ve offered thorough
how-tos on basic lifeguard skills, but
we’ve also offered advance material for
the use of experienced lifeguards, supervisors, and managers. Incident command and post-traumatic stress are just

The 2017 edition of the
USLA manual comes with one year
of access to an electronic version for
all purchasers of a new book

two examples. We’ve updated lifesaving history with the latest information,
and a few corrections. And we offer it
all in a much more reader-friendly format than prior editions.
Were you looking for an electronic
version of the manual? You’ll get it.
Those purchasing the manual will
receive free access to an electronic version for one year after the initial purchase and online registration. Those
using the electronic version will be able
to use online quizzes to test their own
comprehension.
To free up space and allow us to update
key material, we’ve moved some
resource information to our website at:
www.usla.org/resources. There you can
find forms, guidelines, and links to
important data, like International Life
Saving Federation position statements.
Agency instructors can request access
to a special area of our publisher,
Pearson’s, website, where they can

A feature of the new manual is sequential photos to help new lifeguards visualize actions.
ALM
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continued on next page

access instructional support material
and download quizzes.

American beach lifeguard agencies to
follow it was a great challenge.

Many of you contributed great photographs, which has allowed us to display
lifeguards from across the country in
action. We were also able to add
sequential photos to help new lifeguards better visualize how to use lifesaving equipment and how to assist victims in distress.

In 1980, leaders of national water safety organizations gathered at Texas
A&M University in Galveston for
what was billed as a, Conference to
Develop Guidelines for Establishing
Open-Water
Recreational
Beach
Standards. The USLA was one of the
primary sponsors. The conference
attendees, after establishing general
guidelines, ultimately agreed that the
USLA should take the lead in creating
national standards within parameters
that had been defined by the group.

The Origins
When the United States Lifesaving
Association was established in 1964, an
early dream of the founders was to create national standards for beach lifeguarding in the USA. At that time,
open water lifesaving standards varied
from agency to agency, locally, regionally, and nationally. They had many
similarities, but also many differences.
There can however, be only one best
methodology — one best practice.
Agreeing upon it and encouraging all

In 1981 the USLA published our first
manual, Lifesaving and Marine Safety,
edited by Douglas G. D’Arnall. Two
years later, in 1983, the USLA published a booklet entitled, Guidelines
for Open Water Lifeguard Training.
One of the most oft-stated desires of
beach lifeguards and their employing

ALM
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Lifesaving and Marine Safety, the first
USLA manual published in 1983.

agencies was a system whereby those
meeting national standards could be
certified. To that end, in 1992 the
USLA
National
Certification

Committee amended and added to the
existing guidelines to create, Guidelines
for Open Water Lifeguard Training and
Standards. The real breakthrough
though, was the creation in 1992 of
the national USLA Lifeguard Agency
Certification Program. For the first time
in the USA, this program allowed open
water lifeguard agencies in compliance
with USLA standards to become
nationally certified (accredited).
The original USLA manual needed significant revisions to adjust to advancements in lifesaving and to the updated
guidelines. The task of rewriting the
text was initially assumed by Tim Hall
of New England, who completed a draft
update in 1991. In 1992, B. Chris
Brewster, who had chaired the
National Certification Committee that
had most recently updated the guidelines, was appointed to chair a newly
formed National Textbook Committee
and to edit revisions the new manual.
A team of dedicated members of that
group spent thousands of volunteer
hours of research and writing, culminating in the 1995 publication of the
first edition of the new USLA manual,
The United States Lifesaving Association

To aid instructors, the USLA has created skills sheets and lesson plans that
will be made available free to instructors in USLA certified programs.

Manual of Open Water Lifesaving. That
text was later updated in a second edition by another equally dedicated committee, resulting in the 2001 publication of, Open Water Lifesaving — The
United States Lifesaving Manual.
A recurring request of training officers
has been a desire for educational materials to assist in their course delivery.
That request, along with the need to
revise the manual, brought about the
creation of a new National Textbook
Group. Their work has resulted the
many additional teaching and learning
resources now offered.

Examples include the World Health
Organization, the Centers for Disease
Control
and
Prevention,
the
International Life Saving Federation,
national lifesaving organizations worldwide, and, of course, the best recognized
lifesaving experts in the USA. There
are well over 100 references in the book
to scholarly and expert sources.

The material USLA manual is drawn
from a wide variety of sources.

The USLA manual is founded on a
broad array of evidence-based material
from sources worldwide.

In 1995, the USLA published, The United States Lifesaving Association
Manual of Open Water Lifesaving, as the training basis for the USLA national
certification program. In 2001, the second edition, entitled, Open Water Lifesaving —
The United States Lifesaving Association Manual, was published.
ALM
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A profession requires consistent standards to which its members are trained.
Until the USLA was formed, there were
none. When the first edition came out
in 1995, there were just 11 nationally
certified lifeguard agencies. Today there
are over 140, with numbers growing

continued on page 9
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continued from page 7
every year. Now tens of thousands of
America’s open water rescuers, follow a
single, national standard.
The formation of the United States
Lifesaving Association brought together open water rescuers who cared about
their profession and sought to make it
better. As a USLA member, we hope
you might appreciate that our profession is what it is today largely due to
these many efforts of volunteer members of the USLA, who gave their time
and expertise unselfishly. It has been a
labor of love and dedication by those
who believe, unstintingly, in the nobility of the lifesaving profession.
Here are those to whom we owe gratitude for this edition:
USLA Editorial Committee
B. Chris Brewster (Chair), Lifeguard
Chief (ret.), San Diego Lifeguard
Service, California
Adam A. Abajian, Lakefront
Coordinator, City of Evanston,
Illinois
Julian K. ''Duke'' Brown, M.Ed.,
NRAEMT, Horry County Beach
Safety Director, South Carolina

Brian Clark, San Diego Lifeguard
Service, California
Rick Gould, USLA National
Lifesaving Statistics Coordinator
Bryon Iveson, LCDR, USN
Kenna Kay, Art and Diagrams
Brian Kyle, Lead Forecaster,
National Weather Service,
Houston/Galveston, Texas
John “Chip” More, USLA Legal
Advisor
Daniel A. Nord, BFA, EMT-P, CHT,
Director, Divers Alert Network
Medical Services
Lt. John Sandmeyer, San Diego
Lifeguard Service, California
Peter Wernicki, M.D., FAAOS,
USLA Medical Advisor
Betsy A. McKinley, PhD,
Curriculum/Instruction, Associate
Professor (Ret.), Slippery Rock
University, Pennsylvania
All of the editorial committee members, contributors, and reviewers
donated their time. Their contributions will perhaps never be full realized.
So if you see them, thank them.

Kara D. Harrison, Lieutenant,
Galveston Island Beach Patrol,
Texas
Bill Humphreys, MPA, Marine
Safety Chief, San Clemente,
California
Kyle Maxwell, Lieutenant, East Bay
Regional Park District, California
James H. McCrady V, Lieutenant,
Fort Lauderdale Beach Patrol,
Florida
Robert E. Ogoreuc, M.Ed., EMT-B,
Assistant Professor, Slippery Rock
University, Pennsylvania
Contributors and Reviewers
Rob Brander, Associate Professor,
University of New South Wales,
Australia
ALM
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The USLA also benefitted in this project by financial support from a variety
of sources. These include:
California Marine Safety Chiefs
Association
East Bay Regional Park District,
California
Evanston (City of), Illinois
Galveston Island Beach Patrol,
Texas
Great Lakes Region, United States
Lifesaving Association
Mid-Atlantic Region, United States
Lifesaving Association
San Clemente (City of), California
South Atlantic Region, United
States Lifesaving Association
Southwest Region, United States
Lifesaving Association (California
Surf Lifesaving Association)
Many of the readers of American
Lifeguard Magazine have learned their
profession through the USLA manual.
Many more will do so in future. In the
annals of history, we are a young profession, but we grow stronger and better
every day. The third edition of our
manual is a milestone for the future.

ALM
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L AGUNA BEACH MAN RECEIVED CARNEGIE
MEDAL FOR RESCUE IN 1929
Kai Weisser

The first paid lifeguards of Laguna
Beach, California, were hired in the
summer of 1929, two years after the
sleepy and somewhat isolated little
town was incorporated as a city. Before
then, Pacific Ocean rescues were made
largely by Laguna Hotel and Bath
House employees or skilled fishermen,
and any records of them are extremely
scarce…except for one by Andrew J.
Ryan, who on Sept. 3, 1926, rescued a
woman from drowning in rough surf
conditions off Arch Beach at Woods
Cove, about a mile south of the main
beach. Ryan received the Carnegie
Medal for his actions.

The Carnegie medal for heroism.

Born in Ireland, Ryan—“Pat”—was 44
that year. He owned and operated a
grocery store with his wife along the
recently completed Pacific Coast
Highway. He also sold real estate to
supplement a $48 monthly veteran’s
disability pension.
Ryan was in his store on the afternoon
of the rescue when summoned by several women from the beach 250 feet
away. He had often swum in rough
water at the scene and was thoroughly
familiar with conditions there. The
Carnegie Hero Fund’s investigator

Carnegie Medal awardee
Andrew J. Ryan at his oceanside
business establishment in
Laguna Beach, California. Credit:
The Laguna Beach Historical Society

reported that Ryan had made several
rescues at the cove during the past six
years.
From the Hero Fund’s archives: “Mrs.
Willamette H. Phinney, a 37-year-old
housewife, had gone to the cove and
went in bathing. She held to a life-rope
that extended from the beach into the
water as she jumped the breakers.
Seeing a large breaker approaching, she
let go of the rope to dive through it but
was then tossed and rolled about by a
succession of breakers and carried into
rougher and deeper water along the
rocks in the cove. She became frightened and called for help and, exhausted
by her efforts to swim in the rough
water, was carried farther out. People
on shore had tried to throw a life buoy
to her, but the waves carried it back
toward shore.”
Ryan, “had served in the World War
and had been shot down in an aeroplane,” according to the Hero Fund’s
report, leaving him with intestinal ailments. He was also partly disabled with
arthritis, walking with considerable difficulty and not having the full use of his
left leg in swimming. However, he was
known to be a good swimmer.
ALM
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Tony Orser, then a young Laguna local,
remembered it this way: “Pat would
come to visit Woods Cove often by
himself, sit on a towel, bake himself to
a nice oatmeal-cookie brown, and then
periodically swim out to the farthest of
the rocks in the cove. His swim out and
back seemed a long way at the time.
Accordingly, the rock became known
as ‘Pat’s Rock,’ and I suppose it still is. I
just wish I had known Pat was in the
real estate business and I had $25 to
buy a beachfront lot from him.”
Alerted to Mrs. Phinney’s plight, Ryan
walked as quickly as he could to the
water’s edge, where two women helped
him remove his clothing to his underwear. As Ryan was about to enter the
water, someone threw the buoy over his
arm, but he cast it off, thinking it would
interfere with his swimming in the rough
water. Hearing Mrs. Finney call for help,
he plunged in after a large breaker passed
and swam 150 feet directly out and then
100 feet over to her.

Author Kai Weisser noticed that this
photo of Arch Beach and Woods Cove
may be from nearly the exact time period
as the Ryan rescue. “The tall pole in the
sand with rope line going out to the
water is visible, as is a small rescue
buoy under a covering, as described in
the Hero Fund’s report,” he notes. Also
visible is a small boat as was required by
law at all public beaches.”
Credit: The Orange County Archives

continued on page 14
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continued from page 11
He spoke reassuringly to her and told
her to assume a floating position. Ryan
then held the back of her bathing suit
with his left hand and with his right
arm and leg swam toward shore. Close
to the beach they were met by a swimmer or two with the buoy and then
made it to shore. Mrs. Phinney was
“rather weak” after her ordeal, and
Ryan, who had been in the water for 10
to 15 minutes, was very tired. He spent
the remainder of the afternoon in bed.
Answering the Hero Fund investigator’s questions as to risk, Ryan stated
that the swells, “had looked mountainous to him,” and that he recognized the
possibility of being thrown against the
rocks and killed, but he was of the
opinion that a previous rescue he had
performed there had been attended
with more danger. Ryan stated that at
one time a boy had been thrown on the
rocks by a wave and was fatally injured.

Ryan was awarded the Carnegie Medal
in 1929, along with a grant of $1,000.
According to his family, he gave the
medal to his sister, Nora O’Regan, but
the current location of the medal is
unknown. In 1994, a man from
National City, California, contacted
the Hero Fund’s offices to inform that
he had acquired it at an estate sale.
Ryan died on Nov. 24, 1955, in Ireland.
Editor’s Notes: The author, a retired
Huntington Beach marine safety officer, is
writing a book on the history of the Laguna
Beach lifeguards. A former lifeguard, junior lifeguard instructor, rescue boat operator, president of the Huntington Beach
Surf Lifesaving Association, and USLA
Board member, he is the author of
Huntington Beach Lifeguards, released in
2008 by Arcadia Publishing. This story
was originally published in, imPULSE, A
Periodic Newsletter of the Carnegie Hero
Fund Commission, Issue 49, March
2017. It is reprinted by permission.

ALM
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Editor’s Note: Ryan was not the
only citizen involved in heroic rescues
in the area. The legendary Duke
Kahanamoku was also credited with
multiple rescues just to the north off
Corona Del Mar a year earlier. The
forty-foot fishing yacht Thelma capsized just off the Newport Beach
breakwater with 18 aboard, just as
lifeguards were going on duty on July
14, 1925. The Los Angeles Times
reported that the surf was powerful,
but Kahanamoku made three trips on
his surfboard, rescuing the eight, while
two Newport Beach lifeguards and a
local swim club captain rescued four
others. Five died. The Newport Beach
police chief was quoted by the LA
Times as stating, “The Duke’s performance was the most superhuman
rescue act and the finest display of
surfboard riding that has ever been
seen in the world, I believe.”

ALM
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SURFER’S PARALYSIS
AKA – SURFER’S MYELOPATHY
Peter Wernicki, M.D.

A healthy outgoing, young athlete took
a surfing lesson at a popular beach
while on vacation in Hawaii. No falls;
no trauma. Yet, he left the island permanently paralyzed from the waist
down. Why?
A recent article published in the journal
Neurosurgery describes a relatively
unknown, rare condition occurring in a
small percentage of beginning surfers.[1]
This condition can lead to permanent
lower extremity paralysis. Surfer’s
Myelopathy is the medical term.
Although this condition is rare, it’s
more common in surfers than a fatal
shark attack or a fatal lightning strike.
Yet how many of us have ever heard of
it before?

Surfer’s Myelopathy is a paralytic
condition that affects novice surfers.

The classic presentation is a young,
healthy, beginning surfer who suddenly
develops back pain and spasms. These
symptoms then progress to lower
extremity tingling, weakness, numbness, and/or paralysis. Some cases will
have complete resolution, some partial,
but many (58%) will have permanent
deficits.
The first nine cases were described by
Thompson in 2004.[2] A 2017 report
in the Hawai'i Journal of Medicine &
Public Health states that there are now

Surfer’s Myelopathy is believed to be caused by a
decreased blood flow to the spinal cord.

16 published studies on this condition.[3] The Neurosurgery paper presents an overall review. There have
been at least 66 reported cases in the
literature and probably many more
unreported cases because it is so rare.
The actual cause is unclear, but evidence suggests a vascular etiology (a
cause related in some way to blood
flow). The etiology is probably not related to trauma – fractures, disc herniation,
etc. Studies show that certain individuals have a less than normal blood supply
to the thoracic spinal cord. This is not a
problem for most activities, but when
the mid-back is subjected to frequent
hyperextension — while lying prone on
a surfboard and looking up for waves —
the spinal cord in that area experiences
a decreased blood supply which can lead
to ischemia.
This is similar to a stroke in the brain.
Usually, the more severe the symptoms
are at presentation, the worse the outcome will be. The majority of cases
reported occurred during the first surfALM
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ing lesson. Occasionally a history of a
long plane flight will precede the onset.
If similar symptoms are seen in an
experienced surfer, they will almost
always have a different cause.
For medical professionals who see this
scenario, several treatments can be
undertaken with mixed and uncertain
results. Steroids are given, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is indicated,
angiography should be mandatory,
hypothermia and protocols similar to
those for strokes have been suggested.
Unfortunately, there is no known
definitive treatment. The recovery, if it
occurs, can take days to months.
What implications are there for lifeguards? First, any beginning surfer who
experiences back pain, spasm, numbness, weakness, or tingling should stop
surfing and be transported to an ER
immediately. The earlier the symptoms
are recognized, the better the outcome
can be. Because this is such a rare condition, advising arriving paramedics about
the condition and the possibilities, as

Lifeguards can play a critical part in prevention and
treatment of Surfer’s Myelopathy.

well as attending physicians, may be helpful to hospital treatment. Emergency room doctors may not be familiar with
Surfer’s Myopathy.
Lifeguards should be knowledgeable about Surfer’s
Myelopathy and be vigilant for it on their beaches.
Lifeguards should educate surfing instructors about the condition. The instructors should discourage repetitive hyperextension, lessons should be shortened, and taking lessons after
flying long distances should be avoided. Also, stretching and
hydration prior to entering in the water may be helpful.
Further information can be obtained at www.smawareness.org.
Editor’s Note: Peter Wernicki, M.D. is the Medical Advisor to
the USLA. He also serves as chair of the International Life Saving
Federation Medical Committee and as the Aquatics Chair of the
American Red Cross Scientific Advisory Council. He is an orthopedic surgeon and Clinical Professor with the Florida State College
of Medicine.
1. Freedman, B.A., et al., Surfer's Myelopathy: A Rare Form
of Spinal Cord Infarction in Novice Surfers: A Systematic
Review. Neurosurgery, 2016. 78(5): p. 602-11.
2. Thompson, T.P., et al., Surfer's myelopathy. Spine (Phila
Pa 1976), 2004. 29(16): p. E353-6.
3. Swinney, C., D. Flick, and M. Cheng, Atraumatic Spinal
Cord Injury in the Novice Surfer: A Comprehensive
Review and Update. Hawaii J Med Public Health, 2017.
76(2): p. 43-47.
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USL A AGENCY PROFILE:
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA

Agency name: City of San Clemente
Marine Safety Division
Address: 100 Ave. Presidio,
San Clemente, CA 92692
Website:
www.san-clemente.org/lifeguards
Phone (public): (949) 361-8219

Affiliated USLA chapter name: San
Clemente Surf Lifesaving Association
USLA certified agency since: 1997
(advanced since 2002)
Date agency was founded: July 16, 1931
Mission statement: To provide a safe
and enjoyable day at the beach.
Describe agency’s operational philosophy: The most basic tenet is that to
prevent drowning fatalities a trained
lifeguard must be watching the water.
Rarely does someone die because the
lifeguard didn’t get there fast enough.
Much more common is that they were
not seen by a lifeguard. We therefore
ensure that a lifeguard is on duty and
watching the water from 8:00 a.m.
until sunset, 365 days a year. This
approach has served us well, resulting
in only one fatal drowning in over 35
years – with over 65,000 swimmer res-

cues and nearly 70 million visitors in
the same time period, as recorded in
USLA statistics.

These philosophies and goals are simplified into some simple slogans which
are treated as mantras in the department. Some of these include:
• Always Watch the Water!
(First and foremost)
• Always be “Rescue Ready.”
• Go early and go often!
• Be polite, be professional, and
operate with integrity.
Annual operating budget: $1.7 million
Describe community (population/
hotels/attractions): San Clemente,
known as the “Spanish Village by the
Sea”, is home to over 66,000 people.
Located in Orange County, California,
San Clemente is halfway between the
cities of Los Angeles and San Diego.
The town attracts vacationers from all
over the world. Local surf spots include
San Onofre, Trestles, Cotton’s, TStreet, and the Pier. With its worldfamous surf, San Clemente is home to
many current and past top professional
surfers and surfboard manufactures. A
unique aspect of our beach is that a

very busy railroad line which runs
between San Diego and Los Angeles
sits immediately at the back of the
beach. To get to the beach, there are
designated crossings or overpasses.
Passenger, commuter, and freight trains
of varying size continually roll through
and many people visit the beach in San
Clemente by taking the train. During
the summer, there is a special “Beach
Train: service for the inland communities, running directly to the main beach
in San Clemente at a discounted rate.
This brings thousands of visitors, most
who are not familiar with the ocean, to
the beaches virtually every day during
summer months.
Months of operation: Year round
Hours of operation: 0800 to sunset
Describe jurisdiction (area/miles):
Two miles of public beach, two miles of
private beaches, and a 1,200 foot long
fishing pier.
Describe geography of beach/shoreline/hazards/surf/temps: San Clemente
is a narrow sand beach with a pier.
There are two prominent rock reefs
which extend from the beach seaward,
located approximately ¼ mile to either
side of the pier. Sand space can become
limited, especially at high tides and
with large crowds. San Clemente is said
to have the best climate in the world
and some of the best surf. The surf averages two to four feet, but can get as large
as 10 to15 feet. There are areas where
large rocks protrude and can be dangerous to swimmers and surfers. Water
temperatures typically range from the
high 50’s in winter to the mid 70’s in
summer, making water activities popular year round.

continued on page 22
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continued from page 20
Notable annual statistics (averages
over the past five years):

Describe agency staffing:
• Full-Time Lifeguards (5)
o Chief

• Beach attendance - 2,442,380

o Lieutenant

• Preventive Actions - 69,572

o Three Marine Safety Officers

• Swimmer Rescues - 2,625
• Medical Aids –1,648
• Law Enforcement Contacts 13,975*
*All full-time and supervisory staff
have the authority and responsibility to
issue misdemeanor citations.
Facilities and equipment:
• Headquarters, which includes a
first aid room, lockers for 80
employees, showers, dispatch
center, offices, training center,
and garages — located just north
of the San Clemente pier. This
central location is ideal for
response to all parts of the beach.
• Tower Zero is located on the pier,
staffed 365 days of the year. The
entire beach and water can be
surveyed from its location.
• 14 towers on the beach
• Two lifeguard vehicles (4x4)
• Three 4-wheel all terrain vehicles
• One Honda 4-stroke personal
watercraft

• ¾-Time Benefited Lifeguards (2)
o Two Supervisors (full-time
March through November)
• Part-Time Lifeguards (48)
o Three Supervisors
o 45 Tower Lifeguards
• One Department Assistant
Describe function and basic services
provided: The Marine Safety Division
is responsible for providing beach and
ocean lifeguard services. There are two
programs within Marine Safety: (1)
Lifeguard Operations - which provides
lifesaving, medical, and law enforcement services along the beaches; and,
(2) the Prevention Education Program
- which is comprised of a Junior
Lifeguard program serving 840 students
annually, a school beach safety program, and public ocean safety outreach
programs such as Neighborhood Beach
Watch (NBW).
Describe any special (unusual)
services provided:
• Beach wheelchairs for loan
• Lifejacket loaner program –
free use of lifejackets
Mutual aid agreements:
Formal agreements with all Orange
County lifeguard agencies.
Special beach events:
• 4th of July firework show off
the pier
• San Clemente Ocean Festival
• Sea Festival
• Annual Lifeguard Challenge
• Hurley Pro Trials
• Stoke O Rama Surf Contest
• National Scholastic Surfing
Association surf contests
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• Western Surfing Association
surf contests
• Summer Beach Concert series
Junior Lifeguard and Prevention
Education Program: The Junior
Lifeguard Program is an educational
program that teaches youth ages 9 to 17
safe and enjoyable ways to use the ocean
and beach. With over 800 students, this
popular program provides participants
with the skills and knowledge to safely
recreate and enjoy our beaches and
ocean. It is also offers excellent training
for young people aspiring to be
employed as ocean lifeguards.
The Junior Lifeguard program is 100%
self-supporting, with revenues offsetting the costs for the program, as well as
funding our school education program.
In this program, we present beach and
ocean safety talks to more than 10 local
elementary schools each year, as well as
to local civic groups.
List active USLA leadership members
and roles they serve:
Bill Humphreys, USLA Board of
Directors, USLA Agency Co-Liaison,
Vice President California Surf
Lifesaving Association (Southwest
Region of the USLA)

continued on page 24
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USLA awards:
• National Award for Readiness
and Incident Response –
November 2016
• National Award for Distinguished
Service in Training and
Professional Development –
November 2015
• National Award for Commitment
and Dedication to Public Safety
and Education – November 2013
Notable Services and Programs:

tal media retention and storage, etc.
Prior to full implementation, Marine
Safety went through a nine-month
application process with the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), ultimately receiving a Certificate of
Authorization. This is fortunate, since
within a few weeks of obtaining the certificate there was a surprise FAA inspection – which was passed with ease.

Drone - Remote Observation System
(ROS): The purpose of the ROS is to
provide an aerial vantage point to assist
lifeguards in safeguarding the public
while in the ocean. The ROS has been
extremely valuable for locating and
tracking sharks; assisting in search and
rescue operations; providing a glare free
vantage point during emergencies; and
for filming lifeguard actions for training
purposes.
A formal operational policy was developed to address privacy and safety, as
well as a variety of issues related to digi-

San Clemente Lifeguard and Junior
Lifeguard Foundation (SCLJG): San
Clemente Lifeguards have partnered
with the SCLJG Foundation to better
serve the needs of the community. The
goals of the foundation are to provide
supplemental resources in the form of
volunteers, equipment or facilities, and
funding for projects and programs that
might otherwise not be possible.
Recent donations include a C4 floating
platform for our Junior Lifeguard program and a drone for the lifeguards. A
major supporter of the foundation and
the Marine Safety Division has been
the Positive Vibe Warriors Foundation,
created by three brothers who are all
professional surfers; Dane, Patrick, and
Tanner Gudauskas.
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Public Officer Lifeguards: San
Clemente lifeguards work very closely
with the Orange County Sheriffs who
provide law enforcement for San
Clemente. Since the beach is relatively
isolated, lifeguards handle as much of
the minor law enforcement as possible,
freeing up the deputies for higher priority calls within the city. All supervisors
and full-time staff have public officer
powers which allow them to issue citations in accordance with California
Penal Code section 836.5.
Lifeguards working in this capacity are
required to complete the California
Arrest and Firearms course, which is
the minimum training standard for
California officers. Additional training
is provided in personal protection and
pepper spray use.

Tower lifeguards are expected to
“observe and report” (and occasionally
warn), based on their need to maintain
continual water surveillance and rescue
response capabilities. Therefore, most
law enforcement is handled by supervisors or full time lifeguards working in
the mobile units. Lifeguards issue citations for common misdemeanors; but if
there is any question of officer safety,
deputies are summoned. Typically there
is one sheriff deputy assigned to the
beach during the summer.
Project
BEach
SAFE
and
Neighborhood Beach Watch (NBW):
NBW is designed to build community
partnership in helping to make our
beaches safer for everyone – recognizing that lifeguards can’t do it alone. As
part of a comprehensive ocean safety
program, starting with swim lessons
and ocean safety talks to all local
schools, this program continues by
teaching people not only how to get

out of danger for themselves, but also
how to recognize when someone else is
in danger.
“Observe and report” is the basic program taught to community groups.
Advanced participants, particularly
surfers, are taught how to safely assist
someone in trouble in the ocean while
protecting themselves from danger.
While we advocate always swimming
and surfing near a lifeguard, we recognize that this will not always occur.
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In the event that someone is in trouble,
we want to teach everyone how to
observe and report. We also recognize
that many people die by drowning each
year while trying to assist others.
However, if someone is determined to
help, we want them to do so in the
safest manner possible.
Editor’s Note: This article is a result of
an email-based interview with Chief Bill
Humphreys.
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THE GREAT DECEIVER
Kenneth Cassie

Every experienced lifeguard has seen
plenty of people struggle to reach
shore. That’s our bread and butter.
Few people visiting the beach think
they could be that struggling swimmer;
just like few of us think we will have a
fender-bender today, or catch the flu
tomorrow. Forget statistics. Bad stuff
happens to the other guy.
The ocean isn’t a dangerous highway or
the flu. It’s the good stuff — we think.
When the ocean seems safe and inviting people to want to enjoy it, unaware
of potential danger. Let’s picture ourselves as one of them.
Here’s a brief scenario of what could
happen to anyone in the surf. It’s a
broiling mid-summer morning. The
temperature has already climbed above
ninety degrees. You head for the beach.
Good things lie ahead today. How can
you go wrong with sun, sand, and sea?
The ocean stretches dreamily to the
horizon, glistening in the sun. You
spread your blanket and race into the
water. Like magic, worries wash away.
In the ocean, you’re as carefree as a
child.
You play in the waves for a while. You
glance toward shore. Weren’t you
about fifty feet from the beach? Now it
seems you’re are a hundred feet away. A
moment ago, the water was waist-deep.
Now it’s up to your neck. Your toes are
lightly bouncing off the bottom. In
some recess of your mind, a tiny alarm
sounds. You swim a couple of strokes to
reassure yourself. You try to stand. Now
you can’t even touch bottom.
Fear surges through you, with numbing
effect. A single thought grips you: I
must get to shore. You swim with all
your might. Exhaustion floods your
body. You gulp salt water. It nauseates
you. Terror chokes you. Signal for help?

The author at an Ocean Grove Lifeguard Tournament, 1967.
Credit: Jon Dennebaum

You can’t raise your leaden arms out of
the water. You thrash and struggle.
Your world suddenly turns gray.

In some recess of your mind,
a tiny alarm sounds.
To Panic or to Think:
There’s the Rub
Should you panic, or stay calm? Of
course, calm reasoning beats panic
hands down. But with your feet securely
planted on terra firma it’s easy to say,
“I’ll take reason over panic any day.” If
some mysterious force is dragging you
away from shore though, making that
choice may not feel like an option open
to you. When one senses an overwhelming threat, panic surges through the
body as a natural, hard-wired reaction.
According to Dr. Reid Wilson, Ph.D.,
“The body responds perfectly to an
exaggerated message from the mind. It
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is not the body that needs fixing. It is
our thoughts, our images, and our negative interpretation of our experience
that we must correct in order to gain
control of panic.”
Dr. Wilson further explains that perceived hopelessness unleashes panic in
rapid stages. Panic prepares the body for
a desperate, possibly hopeless final struggle. The body starts to close up shop.
Eyes dilate, heart rate increases, muscles
tense, blood drains from the limbs and
pools in the torso. Physiologically, these
are normal responses.
Fortunately, for anyone caught in a
nearshore current, the key phrase is
perceived hopelessness. If we can swim,
float, or tread water, we have the necessary survival skills. Now we need to
modify the false message of hopelessness and knock down that mental roadblock. The following story suggests how
easily panic can run roughshod over
rational thought.

continued on next page

On a lovely summer afternoon, I was
patrolling just beyond the swimmers in
a rowed surfboat. About a half-mile out
to sea a small sailboat was cruising on a
gentle swell. A few minutes later I
looked out to sea again and saw two
men sitting on an overturned hull.
I rowed up to them and offered help.
The owner chose to stay with his boat
and await the Coast Guard. The other
man hastily clambered into the surfboat. As I stand-up rowed us to the
beach, the young man sat facing me in
the bow seat.
He seemed ill at ease. Then he looked
down and saw about two inches of
water on the bottom. He grew more
restless. I explained the minor leak.
Because the boat sits on the beach
more than sixteen hours a day the
seams never seal up.
His eyes lost focus. He said, “We’re
gonna sink.” Then he screamed,
“We’re gonna sink!” His eyes widened
into marbles, and his skin turned
ashen. He looked wildly about, as if
preparing to leap somewhere.
I tossed him my hat, which landed in
his lap. “If you feel like it, do some bailing.” He started furiously scooping
water and flipping it over the side.
Gradually he slowed his pace and
calmed down.

At the time, I marveled at a young,
robust guy who unravels over two inches of water in a perfectly stable boat.
Now I look back on that scene with a
fresh appreciation of panic. The hat
may have been the key. With it, he saw
that he could actually do something
about his perceived “hopeless” dilemma. The exaggerated message of
impending death then dissolved, and
along with it, his panic.

His eyes widened into
marbles, and his skin
turned ashen.
Saved by A World-Class Swimmer?
Early in my lifeguard experience, I
thought competent swimming alone
kept a person from drowning. Working
at a busy beach, I’d shake my head at
how few good swimmers I saw — maybe
five people out of thousands who swam
before me in the surf every summer.
It took me years to realize that swimming competence means far less than
knowledge of the ocean. The strongest
swimmer can’t beat a powerful ocean
current. On the other hand, dog-paddlers who understand their abilities and
understand ocean conditions are well-

equipped to survive. Savvy swimmers
accept what the ocean offers and use it
to their advantage.
The idea that swimming skill alone
may not overpower nature is counterintuitive for some, especially for males.
But not for one of them anymore —
me. Over years of lifeguard experience,
the ocean has pounded that macho,
“Ugh, me stronger than ocean,” mentality out of me.
Allow me to introduce a quaint counter-image — an ocean-savvy grandma.
With her little putt-putt swimming
stroke, she potentially has a greater
chance of survival than a robust eighteen-year-old freestyle swimmer who
doesn’t understand the ocean. All
other things equal, I place my bet on
grandma. Let’s call this little story my
little “grannydote.”
I was ten. It was late in the day and the
lifeguards had left the beach. I was riding waves on my inflatable surf mat. A
young couple near me called out, saying that they couldn’t get in. When I
reached them, they flung their arms on
my mat. Now the current was drawing
me out with them. I wasn’t frightened,
but I didn’t know what to do.
Out of nowhere appeared our angel of
mercy. An elderly lady glided up to us,
using a nondescript mix of side and
breaststroke.
She said, “The pull isn’t that strong.
When the swell comes, we paddle, and
in between we rest. Nice and easy.
Swim with the swell, and rest in the
trough.” Thanks to that elderly lady, we
were soon wading out of the surf. She
had used her noodle, not her biceps.
Oh Yes, He’s the Great Deceiver
As a novice lifeguard, before formal
lifeguard training academies were the
norm, I encountered the term rip current. In the morning, the captain
would quiz me on the water conditions.
“Is there a rip out there? Show me.” At

The author, age ten, on same surf mat used in the “grannydote” episode.
Credit: Norman Cassie
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first, I couldn’t spot a rip. He would
point it out and add something like,
“That’s bad water. Don’t let the bathers
near it or you’ll have a lot of work.”
I saw beautiful gradations of greens, rippling textures, and elegant backward
whitecaps — a glorious sight. The captain saw danger. For swimmers, the ocean
differs from other potential hazards in our
physical world. The ocean can conceal
its danger. But other hazards? Let’s see.
You don’t touch fire. Fire burns. You
know it. As exciting as sky diving and
hang gliding may be, their danger is clear.
A fall from a great height will kill you
with an effective one-hundred percent
probability.
Then we have the ocean — the inviting, exquisitely beautiful ocean, that
many of us have “known” all our lives.
Cloaked as the great deceiver, it lures
swimmers in, and suddenly turns on
them, even lifeguards.
In my first year as a lifeguard, a buddy
and I were swimming along shore.
After about a half-mile he turned
toward the beach. I kept going for a
while. When I decided to swim in I
made no headway. Panic suddenly
filled my whole being. My arms flailed.
My breathing became uneven.
Hopelessness washed over me. I wasn’t
going to make it in.

Belmar, New Jersey lifeguards — 1959. Author seated second from viewer’s right.
Credit: Donald Quelch

In the ocean, the unexpected can lurk
an instant into the future. So, whether
gearing up for a rescue or for recreation,
try a quick assessment, first of specific
water conditions, and second of your
mental and physical readiness. It takes
a few seconds.

Slowly it dawned on me:
“That’s right, stupid,
you’re in a rip.”

I rolled on my back and tried to breathe
deeply and evenly. Slowly it dawned on
me: “That’s right, stupid, you’re in a
rip,” and followed prescribed methods
for dealing with rips. The panic episode
lasted seconds. But shock of that
moment still resonates in my memory.

Big surf provides a bounty of surprises.
Let’s look at a few counter-measures
with this under-wave scenario. You’re
in huge surf, be it on a rescue or on
your own. A massive crashed wave is
bearing down on you. Time your dive.
Don’t go under too soon. Why hold
your breath longer than necessary?
Inhale a huge breath of air. Fill your
lungs, expanding both chest and
stomach. Dive.

I had knowledge, I had swimming
skills. For a few moments in a non-critical situation I lost them both. I
learned a good, and humbling, lesson.
The unexpected may be only an instant
into the future. This time the unexpected was not the ocean, but my lack
of mental preparedness.

Try to reach bottom. Knowing where
the bottom is gives you a point of reference to locate the surface. Turbulence
can quickly disorient you. If the action
is not too violent, clutch the bottom in
something like a sprinter’s starting position. The bottom also offers a firm
push-off point to spring you upward.
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If the washing machine effect forces
you out of the sprinter position, curl
your body into a relaxed fetal position.
Use your hands to protect your head.
When tossed about violently, you
instinctively try to stabilize yourself. It
frustrates and terrifies to lose control of
your body. Your mind edges toward that
perceived hopeless situation, with
panic a flick away.
My anti-panic trick is to count slowly
and evenly. In extreme turbulence, I
find it difficult to engage this simple
cogitative function. But once started,
my brain engages its thinking mode. By
counting slowly, thoughts don’t spin
out of control. A racing brain wastes
energy and fuels panic.
The highest count I recall reaching was
a slow count of nine. With turbulence
tearing at my body it seemed like an
eternity, spiced up by not knowing how
high the count would go. I hope never
to exceed that record.
Felix the Hurricane
To place my anti-panic strategy in a
real situation, allow me to introduce
Hurricane Felix, a category four tropical cyclone that hovered off the
Atlantic coast for about a week in

continued on (bottom of) page 33
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MEET THE USL A’S EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
KAY SMILEY
dream by working for the Norwegian
Caribbean Cruise Line. One of my
duties at NCL was guarding passengers
on snorkeling tours.

In 2013 the USLA retained the services of Kay Smiley as our first Executive
Director in over 20 years. The USLA
has progressed tremendously from our
humble beginnings in 1964, but until
Ms. Smiley was brought on board, all of
the work of the USLA was being
accomplished by volunteers. She was
expected to help ensure the important
behind the scenes work was accomplished smoothly and reliably, and she
has delivered. We thought you might
like to know a little about her, so we
sent her a few questions.
How long have you been involved in
lifesaving? I’ve been involved in lifesaving for over 40 years.
When did you start in lifesaving? I
started lifeguarding at my neighborhood pool when I was 16 years old. My
brother and sister were both lifeguards.
I looked up to them and the other lifeguards and swim coaches. I wanted to
be a lifeguard just like them.
Could you please give us a chronology
of your lifesaving career? After starting
at our neighborhood pool in the St.
Louis area, I worked as a lifeguard and
swim coach throughout high school and
college. After graduating with a recreation degree from Southeast Missouri
State University, I fulfilled a longtime

After I got married, I began working for
the YMCA. Over 30 years I held a variety of management positions at local
Y’s in Dallas, San Diego, St. Louis, and
Orlando, always overseeing aquatics
and lifeguarding. I was then selected to
serve on the national staff of the
YMCA of the USA for eight years as
the National Aquatic and Scuba
Director. The one constant in my
career has been my involvement in
aquatics and lifeguarding — it’s been
my passion for 41 years.
What are some highlights of your lifesaving work? I’ll mention three: (1)
Teaching new lifeguards and lifeguard
instructors. I enjoy passing on the passion and the responsibility of lifeguarding. (2) Leading the YMCA of the
USA development and design team
that updated the Y lifeguard program;
that included a new manual, new
video, and new instructor and trainer
designs using blended learning modules. (3) I am very proud and honored
to be the Executive Director of the
United States Lifesaving Association,
working to help make an impact on
drowning prevention.
How would you define your responsibilities as Executive Director? My primary goal is to promote and support the
mission of the USLA in a leadership
capacity. I work with the volunteer
Board, oversee the day-to-day operations, and work to raise the organization's profile.
What project(s) are you working on
for USLA now? I’m currently working
with volunteers and assisting with a
variety of committees and programs:
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American Lifeguard Magazine administration, drafting the annual report,
helping administer the National
Certification Program, administering
our newly available USLA course completion cards, exploring support from
foundations and grants, conducting the
annual membership survey, supporting
regional hosting of the USLA Board of
Directors meetings, helping ensure
high response rates to annual statistics
submissions, and guiding implementation of the strategic plan.
What do you like most about working
for the USLA? I enjoy working with the
very talented national officers, volunteers and certified agencies. I think it’s
great that everyone is working towards
the USLA mission to reduce the incidence of injury and death in the aquatic
environment. I also enjoy working at the
USLA National Championships and
getting to meet members, lifeguards, and
junior guards there.
What do you see as the biggest challenges and opportunities for the
USLA? Like any national nonprofit,
the USLA has many challenges, but
we’re succeeding well beyond many of
our peers. The areas I think require the
greatest attention are ensuring the
long-term sustainability of the organization, creating a financial development program geared toward strengthening the USLA, growing our programs, supporting the lifeguard profession, and expanding our reach to
ensure adequate protection at an everincreasing number of beaches and open
water venues.
What are some recent accomplishments related to your work with the
USLA? The Board of Directors recently approved a strategic plan that provides a road map for the future of the

USLA. Together we can do great
things — the strategic plan is off to a
great start!
What are some of your goals for the
future with respect to your work with
the USLA? Increase communication
with members and agencies, promote
and celebrate the good work of professional lifeguards, increase awareness of
the organization, expand the resources
available to members and agencies,
increase number of participants
reached through our public education
efforts, increase number of people
attending our educational conferences,
and increase training opportunities for
our members.

continued from page 30
1995, heaving huge swells shoreward.
Enter yours truly, intent on big wave
surfing on merciless, close-out waves
that were crashing on a sand bar only
about nine feet deep.
Suddenly a huge wave broke fifty feet
beyond the others and quickly bore
down on me.
I barely managed to dive under before a
white wall of water rolled over me. I
surfaced to face another wall almost
upon me. With lungs only half-filled, I
dove under. When I came up I felt
unusually drained. I must have been
struggling more than expected. A third
wave bore down. It was not as big as the
first two. I thought I had it made.
Facing seaward, I sensed something
behind me. As I glanced back toward
shore, a wall of water racing seaward
bashed me in the face. It was backrush,
or backwash, a foot-high wave rolling
back to sea. It rammed a huge gulp of
salt water down my throat.
I dove under the third wave with water
in my stomach and no air in my lungs.
I tried to hold a fetal position as the
turbulence tore at me. Calmly, and this
time with a curious resignation, I

What do you consider the greatest
value provided by the USLA? The
USLA is the complete package – certification, training, public education,
membership, professional networking,
competition. Plus our statistics are
resources for lifeguard services, communities and the national media. I don’t
think I can just pick one thing.
What message might you like to offer
to the professional lifesavers of
America? Become an active member of
the USLA. Annual membership is a
low-cost way to support your profession
and the work the USLA does.
Volunteer to help with local USLA
public education programs in your area.

forced myself to count off the seconds.
Finally, the turbulence released me. I
strained toward the surface. I had made
it. Or so I thought.

It’s also easy, as the
experts we are, to view
many of those we rescue
as having foolishly
overestimated their abilities.
The surface, where was it? There was
no surface. Instead, my face wallowed
in a wobbly meringue-like foam higher
than my head. I couldn’t get air. I had
expended nearly all my strength.
Another crashing wave would be my
last. My only hope was somehow to get
beyond the break, where I could rest.
Then for the third time the ocean surprised me. The surface grew eerily
calm. The meringue dissipated, revealing a glassy, softly undulating surface. It
was like a giant muscle slowly flexing.
With my remaining strength, I sprinted
for deep water. I rolled on my back,
deeply sucking air.
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With everyone working together, we
can make an impact by reducing
drowning in the United States. The
USLA needs and wants your participation and passion!
Can you tell us about your family? I
married Craig Smiley (my high school
sweetheart) in 1982. We have two
great kids — Kate (25) and Jack (22).
Our family pet is a Labradoodle named
Kangaroo.
Any closing thoughts? I’m really
happy to have found a job that allows
me to pursue my passion for lifesaving,
supporting America’s professional
beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. We are a great team!

I entitled this story the great deceiver for
a reason. It’s easy and it’s natural for the
beachgoers we protect to view the ocean
as a relaxing ocean playground. And it
is, most of the time. It’s also easy, as the
experts we are, to view many of those we
rescue as having foolishly overestimated
their abilities and unnecessarily panicked. But are we so different?
Because of its obvious danger,
Hurricane Felix required a more careful
assessment on my part. Outwardly, I
should have balanced the rewards
against the menace. My goal was to
have fun. Clearly, the surf was not
allowing that. Inwardly, I should have
measured my mental and physical
capacity against the threat.
While confident that I could control
panic, I underestimated the ocean’s
trump card. Turbulence under those
waves could have killed me. The key is
to know your limits and also to appreciate that the great deceiver may make
it very difficult to decide when there is
a mismatch between conditions and
your skills; but also, to know that, skills
aside, we are all vulnerable to panic.
i Dr. Reid Wilson, Ph.D., “Step 2: Understand
Your Body’s Emergency Response,”
www.healthyplace.com, January 8, 2009
(updated July 27, 2016).

PARTING SHOT
USLA 2017 National Lifeguard
Championships: The 2017 USLA
National Lifeguard Championships will
take place from August 10 – 12, preceded
by the Junior Lifeguard Championships, in
Daytona Beach, Florida. Find details here:
www.uslanationals.org.
Fall USLA Board of Directors Meeting:
The next USLA Board of Directors
Meeting will take place on October 20 and
21 in Vancouver, Canada. It’s a biannual
election meeting. Just prior to the meeting
the World Conference on Drowning
Prevention will take place at the same
venue (see below). As always, check
www.usla.org for details and registration.
See you in Vancouver!
World Conference on Drowning
Prevention: American lifesavers have a
rare opportunity to conveniently attend
the International Life Saving Federation
World Conference on Drowning
Prevention from October 17 — 19, 2017
in Vancouver, Canada. These conferences
take place once every two years, but this is
the first one in North America in more
than 15 years. Flights to Vancouver are
inexpensive and convenient. Mark this
one on your calendar. Details and registration at: www.wcdp2017.org.
USLA Manual 3rd Edition: The third
edition of Open Water Lifesaving — The
United States Lifesaving Association Manual
is out. Chock full of color photos and
updated information, you can buy a copy
online at: www.usla.org/manual.

San Diego lifeguards and firefighters conduct a drill on
extricating a sand collapse victim. Note plastic buckets,
which were determined to be an inexpensive and efficient way
to quickly remove sand without injuring the buried victim.
Credit: B. Chris Brewster
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